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July 16, 2014 
 
The Oregon Science Teachers Association (OSTA) would like to thank you for your time to meet with us 
today.  We are here to attend the National Congress on Science Education hosted by the National Science 
Teachers Association (NSTA).  This is the annual conference that brings together the officers of the 
Chapters and Associated Groups of the NSTA to help support their efforts to improve science education 
in their states. 
 
In 1958 the Oregon Science Teachers Association was formed as a state chapter of the National Science 
Teachers Association (NSTA).  Programs of OSTA have included an annual statewide conference and 
publication of the journal TOST for members only. OSTA has also provided professional development for 
teachers through grant funded programs. The Board includes elected officers and directors from seven 
regions of the state, representatives from the Oregon Department of Education and a part-time Executive 
Director. 
 
The recent adoption of Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) in numerous states, including Oregon, 
is a pivotal moment in U.S. science education. Adoption of these standards brings many challenges to 
science educators, including the need for Professional Development (PD) in an ongoing, connected and 
informal basis. This is particularly true in Oregon, a state with a large number of rural communities. A 
recent article in NSTA Reports cites the need for the creation of personal learning networks, or PLNs, 
using interpersonal connections and resources to support on-going learning.  
 
At the recent OSTA Board retreat, attended by representatives from the Oregon Department of Education, 
the Central Oregon Community College and stakeholders from informal education groups, discussion 
focused on NGSS adoption and appropriate strategies for providing effective support for science 
educators. With the demand for access to quality professional development, and collaboration in an 
environment of change, the Board determined that OSTA is at a crossroads to the future for science 
education in Oregon and needs a coherent plan of action to enact change and make a sustainable 
investment in professional capital.  Hence OSTA has begun a strategic planning process to develop an 
"Adaptive Strategic Framework" that guides OSTA to be a 21st century professional development 
organization for science educators in Oregon. 
 
Since the goal is to improve student learning, then Congress should provide federal support to assist with 
State-based efforts to implement the NGSS.  These high-quality standards support STEM education by 
strengthening and improving the teaching and learning of science and engineering.  These new standards 
have the power to transform science education and give all students the skills and knowledge they need to 
be informed citizens, college ready, and prepared for STEM careers. 
 
A solid foundation in K-12 STEM education is critical to an effective workforce and robust 
economy.  Congress should work to reauthorize the federal education law, the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act.  Make STEM education and dedicated support for STEM education a priority in the 
bill.  The revised federal education law should provide increased resources for professional development 
for STEM educators and its programs should reflect the national priority being placed on STEM 
education. 
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Whatever accountability framework Congress establishes during the reauthorization process, science must 
be established as a national priority subject on par with mathematics and language arts as a required 
element of the accountability system.  Currently, assessment of math and language arts is the tail that 
“wags the dog.” Administrators understandably place their professional development resources into those 
programs that will increase test scores.  By not requiring assessment of science, especially at the 
elementary level, this sends the message that science is not a priority.  This lack of science education at 
the elementary level has a huge impact on student interest and ability to learn in middle and high 
school.  We are losing students who might otherwise might have pursued careers in the STEM fields. 
 
The NGSS represents an opportunity to improve student learning as long as the standards are 
accompanied by the professional development that will assist teachers in developing curriculum and 
instruction that engages students in the active learning that the standards require.  Standards, curriculum 
and instruction, and focused professional development — known as the instructional core — are essential 
to the improvement of student learning. 
 
The NGSS must be used to make the components of the educational system — curriculum and 
instruction, assessments, and professional development of teachers — more clearly aligned.  It has been 
our experience that we go directly from standards to assessment without attention to curriculum and 
instruction, and more importantly professional development of teachers. 
 
OSTA is currently planning a Statewide conference that will provide professional development in the new 
standards.  It will be held October 10-11, 2014 at Centennial High School in Gresham, OR.  We are 
attaching our conference preview and invite you to join us if possible.   
 
Please contact us if you have any questions or if we can assist you in any way. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Lori Lancaster   Susan McWilliams  Bradford Hill 
Past-President   President   President-Elect 
 
 

 


